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OLIVIN 2 CP

HEKLA FIRE BOX STAND

For those who want a small tent in a breathable material,
we now introduce Olivin 2 made of a cotton/polyester
blend. It is big enough for two people to sleep or four
people to sit and socialise. Like our other Tentipi® tent
models, Olivin has an elaborate and clever construction.
Several smart features have been taken from our larger
Nordic tipis. A special ventilator cap with a chimney
opening is included with Olivin cp. This Nordic tipi is
exceptionally stable in strong winds.

To prevent the ground surface from catching fire, the
Hekla fire box can be used together with a Hekla fire box
stand. The fire box is attached to the stand with the help
of the metal rods that raise the fire box from the ground
when it is used without a stand. It facilitates cooking,
folds down to a compact box when not in use and fits
both Hekla 7 and Hekla 30.

HALF INNER TENT

MOSQUITO NET INNER TENTS

A half inner tent with integrated floor is now available as
an accessory for both Olivin cp and light. With an inner
tent, you have more reliable protection against insects
and thanks to the floor, condensation is reduced which
is especially important for tents made of lightweight material.
The floor is sturdy and withstands ground dampness.

It’s not much fun socialising or trying to sleep if insects
are greedily trying to suck your blood. Our mosquito net
inner tents (whole and half) give optimal insect
protection and are also more airy than our ordinary
inner tents. They can also be pitched without the outer
tent when only insect protection is wanted, using our IT
Solo pitching kit.

FLOOR
The floor is designed to make it possible to remove or
fold away the part nearest the door to avoid having dirty
shoes and crumbs on the tent floor. It fits both Olivin 2
cp and Olivin 2 light and need not be detached when
packing the tent. The floor is made of a carefully chosen
material that withstands ground dampness.

RAIN ROOF

IT SOLO PITCHING KIT

The Olivin rain roof is now available in cotton/polyester
too. The roof provides rain protection and shade in front
of the entrance. It is attached to Olivin’s accessory sleeve
or, for the older version with no sleeve, an accessory
connector can be bought. It is fitted quickly and easily
and can also be removed easily in bad weather.

IT Solo pitching kit is used to put up the inner tent
(whole or half) without the Nordic tipi. This is a practical
solution in warm but dry and calm weather conditions,
as a mosquito net inner tent is neither rainproof nor
storm-resistant.

SAFIR

For serious expeditions, challenging trekking, or a multitude of different outdoor activities – this is the world’s most
versatile tent for people who need maximum performance and flexibility.

ZIRKON

Sophisticated ventilation and advanced features make Zirkon a home-from-home in all but the most extreme
conditions. A perfect balance between price and performance for a wide range of adventurous activities.

ONYX

Solid, dependable performance that’s perfect for family camping and for moderately demanding outings. Portable,
spacious and easy to pitch – Onyx is an affordable Nordic tipi that’s a truly reliable friend.

OLIVIN
When we designed Olivin 2, our starting point was very clear. Instead of aiming for the lowest price, our goal was to
create the strongest, most spacious and ingenious tent in the small peak tent category.
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